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Artin has conjectured that every positive integer not a perfect square is a 
primitive root for some odd prime. A new estimate is obtained for the number 
of integers in the interval [M + 1, M + N] which are not primitive roots for any 
odd prime, improving on a theorem of Gallagher. 
ErdBs has conjectured that 7,15,21,45,75, and 105 are the only values of the 
positive integer n for which n - 2k is prime for every k with 1 < k < log,n. 
An estimate is proved for the number of such n < N. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider two applications of Montgomery’s version of 
the large sieve [ 1, Corollary to Theorem 21. We state this result in the form 
of a lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let M and N be integers, N > 0 and let 
d = {ni: i = l,..., 2) 
beasetofZintegerswithM+l <n,<n,<.-*<nZ<M+N.Let 
Q > 1 andfor each prime p < Q suppose that there are at least w(p) (b 0) 
residue classes module p that contain no element of &. Then 
z < (N1’2 + Qj2 S-‘, 
where 
s = c l-m2 rJ p w(;;p) - 
OGO 
U-1) 
We use this to obtain the following estimates. (i) Artin has conjectured 
[2] that the only positive integers which are not primitive roots modulo p 
for any odd prime p are the perfect squares. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let E&U, N) denote the number of integers in the 
interval [M + 1, M +.N] which are not primitive roots module p for 
any odd prime p < N1f2. 
We will show that 




which sharpens the estimate of Gallagher [3], ’ 
E,(M, N) = O(N’12 log N). 
(ii) Erdas has conjectured [4] that 7, 15, 21, 45, 75, and 105 are the 
only values of II for which n - 2” is a prime number for all k with 
1 ,< k < log, n. This has been verified by Mientka and Weitzenkamp [S] 
for n < 244. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let E,(N) denote the number of natural numbers 
n ,( Nfor which n - 2” is‘a prime number for all k with 1’ < k < log, n. 
We will show that for some suitable positive number c we have, for every 
sufficiently large N, 
E,(N) < N exp (- 
c log N log log log N 
log log N ) ’ (1.5) 
We also exhibit a .general result (Theorem 3.1), concerning the sum S, 
which allows us to state, in the form of corollaries (3.1.1 and 3.1.2) upper 
bounds for 2 when we have only lower bounds for the average value of 
o(p). In these particular cases the method supercedes one due to Rankin 
(for an application of which see [6]) which requires, in addition, an upper 
bound. 
In problems (i) and (ii) it is a relatively simple matter to obtain realistic 
values for the o(p). The major difficulty lies in accurately estimating the 
size of S. 
2. NOTATION 
Throughout, p will denote a prime number, a, h, k, q, r, n, m, N, and Z 
will denote natural numbers, M is an integer, X and R are large positive 
numbers, and Q is a real number not less than 1. Also, (1 is von Mangoldt’s 
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function, t.~ is Mobius function, rj is Euler’s function, and if q is odd e,(q) 
denotes the least positive m for which 2” = 1 (mod q). Square brackets 
are used to denote the greatest integer not exceeding the number they 
contain. 52(n) denotes the total number of prime factors of n. For each 
prime p, w(p) satisfies the inequalities 0 < w(p) < p. The numbers 
Cl 3 c2 ,*.- are positive numbers which do not depend on the parameters of 
the expressions in which they appear. BI , B, , and B3 are real numbers of 
a similar nature. 
The expressionf(X) = 0( g(X)) concerning the function f and the non- 
negative function g means that there are positive numbers C and C’ such 
that for every X greater than C, (f(X)/ < C’g(X). Also, f(X) = o( g(X)) 
means that for every E > 0 there is a positive number C(E) such that for 
every X > C(E), If(X)/ < l g(X). J&,,J(p, m) is defined as the product 
over all the divisors of n of the form pm which have the property that 
pm 7 n/p. The product is taken to be 1 when n = 1. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
THEOREM 3.1. If we adopt the 
and 
convention that exp(m log 0) 
0 
W(P) m 
*<QW P 1 
S 2 1 exp 
( 
m log ( C 
Tn p<QW 
-$$)). 
= 0, then 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Proof. (3.2) follows trivially from (3.1). To prove (3.1) we note that 
W(P) 
P - W(P) 
Thus, by (1.2), 
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Hence, 
O(P) n ( 1 - . P 
(3.1) follows on noting that 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. Suppose that /? > 0 and that there is a positive 
number Cl such that for all suficiently large R we have 
c W(P) 
PGR 
p > C,(log R)6. 
Then there is a positive number C, such that, for all suficiently large N, 
we have 
Z -=z N exp( -C,(log N)Bl(B+l)). 
Proof. Consider the term on the right side of (3.2) with 
m = [(C,e-l(log Q)B)ll(“+i)]. 
Then 
S > e* 
> exp(C,(log Q)Ol(B+l)). 
The corollary now follows from (1.1) with Q = N1i2. 
COROLLARY 3.1.2. Suppose that /3 > 0 and that there is a positive 
number C, such that for all suficiently large R we have 
c O(P) 
P=GR 
p > C,(log log R)B. 
Then there is a positive number C, such that for all suficiently large N, 
Z -=c N exp( -C,(log log N)O). 
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Prooj Consider the term on the right side of (3.2) with 
m = [Cdlog log QYI, 
for a suitable positive number C, . The result then follows easily from (1.1) 
with Q = N112. 
We shall use the following corollary of Theorem 1 to obtain the 
estimate (1.5). 
COROLLARY 3.1.3. Suppose that X = [log N], Q = N1/2 and that for 
every R > X, 
Then there is a positive number C8 such that for every sujiciently large N, 
S > exp (C8 
log N log log log N 
log log N 1 ’ 
Proof. Consider the term in (3.2) with 
m = [ 
log N 
I 2e4+2 log log N ’ 
It is easily seen that for large N, Q1/” > A’, and then, since 
c 
R<Q’lm 
9 > [log Nl( log 2m ;z; zg N - CT) 
we have 
2 Wag Nl 
> log N, 
S > exp (m log -Q$!-) 
> exp ( C, 
log N log log log N 
log log N ) ’ 
The following lemma, which we shall use in our proof of (1.3), is a 
special case of Sat2 1 of Wirsing [7]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that f is multiplicative and nonnegative, and that 
there is a positive number r such that 
&f(P) = (7 + o(l)) &, 
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as X-+ co. Then, as X-+ co, 
& PL(42f(4 = (+g + 41)) & rIx (1 + y) 3 
\ 
where y is Euler’s constant. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that q ,( (log X)4. Then 
c I= 
P<X 
9-l (mod q) 
The above lemma is a very particular form of the Siegel-Wahisz theorem 
for a proof of which see, for example, [8]. 
4. PROOF OF (1.3) 
It is well known that there are exactly #(p - 1) primitive roots modulop 
for each prime p. Hence, by Lemma 1.1 with o(p) = $(p - 1) when p is 
odd, w(2) = 0 and Q = N1/2, and Definition 1.1, 
where 
(4.2) 
In order to estimate S we have first to find an asymptotic formula for 
c 
RP - 1) 
2<p<x P - $(P - 1) . 
THEOREM 4.1. We have 
LEMMA 4.1. 
c &P - 1) 
- 4(P 1) 
= +(P - 1) 
aa<x P - ,<F<,, p + - 1 - 4(p - 1) O(log log X). 
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Proof. The lemma follows easily from the relation 
$(P - 1) G 3(P - 1) (P > 2) 
and Theorem 427 of [9]. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 
wd = ,<F<, ($y-ll))“. (4.3) 
Then, for every N and X, 
,<F<, p !‘;(p!! 1) = &S(h) + 0 ( 2N ig x ) + *(log 1% w, 
where the implied constants are independent of X and N. 
Proof. Clearly 4(p - 1) < +(p - l), p odd. Hence, 
S(h) d n(X) 2-h. 
Therefore, 
= &S@) + 0 ( 2N;gX). 
Lemma 4.2 now follows from Lemma 4.1. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let L = Lh(rl ,..., rh) denote the least common 
multiple of rI ,..., rh . 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let T,(h) formally denote the series 
I Ard * . drh) I . ’’ rhLh(rl ,. -) rhp * 
LEMMA 4.3. For every E > 0, T,(h) converges and there is a positive 
number C(E) such that 
T,(h) < exp(C(d[h log h + 4). (4.4) 
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Proof. Let 
dh(r) = C 1. (4.5) 
Tl,...,Q 
71”’ 7h’T 
We suppose that E < 1. It is well known that there is a positive number 
C(E, h) such that 
dh(r) < C(E, h) rcJ2. 
Hence, 
G CC% 4 J-J (1 + g1 $q 
P&X 
= C(E, @ n (1 + p3’(p L ph) ) 
PGX 





converges. By (4.5) this expression is just 
since the interchange of sums is justified by the absolute convergence. 
Hence, by Definitions 4.2 and 4.1, T,(h) exists, and 
It can be shown that 
Hence 
T,(h) < c dh(r) 
r r&rPf * 
dh(pi)= (it-h- I)! 
j! (h - I)! - 
gy= (1 A)-“- 1. 
(4.6) 
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Also d&) is a multiplicative function of r. Therefore, 
c dh(r) c r rIPlTP6 
= ; (I + f [(I -3-” - I]) 
= IT (1 + p;;$;p:Jh). 
P 
Clearly, whenever p 3 h > 1, 
Ph - (P - 
Thus, 
Ph - (P 
- 
- I)h < he(p - I)h-I (P 3 h), 
h-l 
1)" z c ph-l-i(p _ l)j 
j-0 
< hph--l 
= h (d-+h-l (p - ])h-1 
P--l 
< h (1 + &)‘--l (p - l)h-1. 




pii>l l~p~‘h ) < exp(C(e) h). 
Finally, 
n (1+ Ph - (P - 1)” 
P<h (P - l)hPE 
< hh = exp(h log h). 
Hence, (4.4) follows from (4.6)-(4.8). 
LEMMA 4.4. There is a positiue number C, such that 
S(h) =x (J-J 1 - ph ,!” l)” 1wx 2, P Ph 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
+ 0 (& expG@ 1% h + 4)). 
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Proof. By the Mijbius inversion formula, 
4<P - 1) = c ye)-. 
P--l rip-1 r 
Hence, by (4.3) and Definition 4.1, 
2<P<X ?I,...,?., 
+,IP-1 
= k4i) * * * Am) 
c rl.*.rh c 1. 
r,,...,rh 2<P<X 
9'1 (mod U 
Therefore, 
where 
W) = z; + c,, WJ) 
c &3 . *- drh) 




i&> - ’ * f&h) &a= c rl...rb c 1. 
rl,...,rh 2<P<X 
L>lOg?X ~4 (mod U 
By Lemma 3.2 and (4.10) 
hi) * * - &iJ 4= c rl...Th *l,..-,Q g(L):og x t1 + * (T&U C4.12) 
L <1ogpx 
and by (4.11) 
(4.13) 
By (4.12), (4.13), Definition 4.2, and the fact that q3/4 -C C&(q), we have 
+ 0 (+ T,,,(h)) 
L<lOlPX 
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Hence, by (4.9) and (4.4) 
S(h) = & B(k 1) + 0 (+&- exp(G@ 1% h + h))), (4.14) 
where 
with 
It can easily be shown by induction on h that 
The lemma is an immediate consequence of this and (4.14). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Clearly 
() < (P - 2)Ph + (P - llh = 1 _ P” - (P - on < 1 
h+l- h P P PP ) h+l- h 
and, when p = 2, 
1 _ Ph - (P - lY 





Therefore, by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 and (1.4) 
x* p !(&“l) = *;N S(h) + 0 ( 2N;gX) + wglogx) 
=x+o(2Nl;gX log x + O(log log X) 
+ 0 (+ exp(GW log N + WI). 
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Let N = jJog log X/C,, log log log X]. For C,, sufficiently large, the 
theorem follows easily. 
We are now able to estimate S. By Lemma 3.1, Theorem 4.1 and (4.2), 
asN+co, 
s = (gg + 4) G 2<plI@ (1 + 56(P - 1) p(p - #(p - 1)) ) . (4-1s) 
Let 
G(y) = 2<F<, p “(&Y” 1) * (4.16) 
Then, by a partial integration, 
c NP - 1) 
2<9<x P(P - 9%P - 1)) = ,<FSX p qg) 1) cf + lPX $J 
Hence, 
c &P - 1) 
2<p<x P(P - #(P - 1)) - O1 log 
log x 
log 2 
By (4.16) and Theorem 4.1, 
I 
m G(Y) - (v/log~) 
X Y2 dy = O (s,” y log y(Zg log y)2 1 
= 0 1 




Therefore, by (4.17) 
c 
#(P - 1) 
P<P<X P(P - 4(P - 1)) = ~loglogX+ & + 0 (,,,:,,,). (4.18) 
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It is easily seen that 
log ( I-I 
$(P - 1) 
z<zl<x 1 + p(p - c$(p - 1))) 
c ( 
$<P - 1) 
= z<p<x P P - 4(P - 1)) + c 2 qgp(p?&” 13” 9>2 h&J 
c ( 
4<P - 1) 
= 2<p<x P P - &P - 0) 
+B,+O(+). 
Hence, by (4.18) 
log ( I-I 
$<P - 1) 
2<P<X 
l + p(p i +(p - 1))) = O1 % log x + 4 + 0 (log ;, x) * 
Therefore, 
,<Z, (1 + 4(p - l) 
. P(P - 4(P - 1)) 
) = uog 0 p + 0 (,, kg *)). 
Hence, by (4.15) 
s = (Cl, + o(1)) N1/2(log NY-l, 
as N -+ co. (1.3) is an immediate consequence of this and (4.1). 
5. PROOF OF (1.5) 
If 
and 
2” < NlO@, 
2Nl“@ < n < N, 




then n = 2m (modp) implies that n - 2” is composite, since n - 2” > 
Nl@ > N112 > p. Clearly the numbers 2” for which m satisfies (5.1) and 
(5.3) are distinct modulo p, and there are at least mid(e,(p), [log N]) such 
numbers m. 
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Let JZZ’ be the set of those integers n satisfying (5.2) for which n - 2k is 
prime for every k with k < log, n and suppose that / A? 1 = 2. Then for 
each prime p with 2 < p < N1i2, there are at least 
min(e2(p), [log Nl) 
residue classes modulo p that contain no element of &‘. Hence, by 
Lemma 1.1, 
Z < 4N/S, (5.4) 
where 
s =,<;I,, dqj2 g* p w(:;p) ’ (5.5) 
with 
and 
O(P) =.f(p, [lots W (5.6) 
(5.7) 
Thus, by Definition 1.2, (5.2), and (5.4) 
E2(N) < 2N”3e2 + 4N/S. (5.8) 
LEMMA 5.1. 
c 1 <x2. 
9x4 
e*(P)<X 
Proo$ It is well known thatpa I 2” - 1 if and only if e2(pG) ( m. Hence, 
2rn--l= n p= IJ p. 
a.2, a.9 
Pale”-1 ea(P”) (rn 
Hence, 







c logp < c mlog2 <x21og2. 
P>2 ?TL<X 
e,(P)<x 
The lemma follows at once. 
LEMMA 5.2. There exists a positive number Cl, such that for every 
pair X and R with R 3 X, we have 
c f(P? X) - - X log log R < X(log log X + C,,). 
P<R P 
Proof. By (5.7), 




where 6 = 0(X, R) satisfies I 6(X, R)I < 1. By Lemma 5.1, the number 
of primes p for which e&) < X does not exceed X2. Hence, by 
Tchebychef’s theorem and the fact that l/y is monotone decreasing for 
Y > 0, 
(5.10) 
The lemma follows easily from (5.9), (5.10), and Theorem 427 of [9]. 
Suppose that 
x = [log N]. (5.11) 





log x C,, (R >, X). PGR 
Hence, by Corollary 3.1.3 and (5.11) 
S > exp (G 
log N log log log N 
Iog fog N > * 
(1.5) is an immediate consequence of this and (5.8). 
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